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Through narrow corridors 
of reasons 
I walked without seeing 
seasons 
changing 







at the edge of a cistern 
of fears unable to stop 
years of leaking insensibly 
now nearly flooding 
rising too fast to know where they came 
from too fast to know where they're going 
too fast past holding heart 
pounding 
bells 
soundinQ alann now 
seeping-throuqh cracks in the 
reasons now questions are 
rising and soaking all senses 
streaming and pushing
before them all basis 
soaking and swelling all fears 
now a re growing
WHY HAVE I BEEN 
WHEN AM I GOING 
/\. S. Hyde 
2 the inquiry 
The ship had drydocked at Iwakuni for repairs. A Board 
of Inquiry was commissioned and it would probably find 
Captain Lee at fault. The Captain had taken his troop 
transport, the U.S.S. Clymer, alonqside an oiler to refuel 
and the two wallowinq ships had collided , leavinq a gaoing 
slash along the starboard side of the transoort, just above 
the waterline, the oiler suffered no damages. Captain Lee 
had been unable to maintain the base course and had sub­
sequently drifted into the oil er. It was a very bad thi nq 
to happen to any officer in any navy, but it was an extra­
ordinarily bad thinq to haooen to an officer of the United 
States Navv. 
After- the emergency breakaway and a genera 1 assessment 
of the almost inconsequential--but inconvenient--darnages, 
the Captain felt a little better. or rather, he felt less 
sick. An inouirv would certainly be made to find out why 
this minor accident had happened, he knew and this thouqht 
discomforted him. The crew must have sensed this dis­
comfort, for the Captain began to notice a lack of something 
in them somethino he couldn't define. It wasn't that they, 
both officers and enlisted men, treated him with less 
deference or respect than they had before the accident. No, 
it wasn 1 t that, Captain Lee concluded. But he noticed 
this .... this coolness everywhere, even as he was drafting 
his messaqe to the Port Control Officer in Iwakuni, 
requesting a berth in any available drydock and asking for 
the attendent Japanese construction workers, and explaining 
exactly what had happened in the most delicate tenns that 
his years of diplomacy as an officer and a gentlemen could 
have tauqht him. Still he felt a silence, an intangible 
undercurrent on the ship, from his Executive Officer and 
his Damaqe Control Officer down to his cook and steward. 
I suppose I should write Mary, he thought, and . 
wondered where a man with twelve years at sea, approaching 
middle-aqe, of no art or craft but, uo to now, possessing 
an unwan,ng dependability, could find a job as exacting, 
as excitinq, and, somehow, as prQQ__~r as.this ?ne ~ad been. 
The Board of Inouiry was, as most investigative 
committees are, a thoroughly documented business. The 
Inquiry's three members arrayed before themselves.every 
conceivable log, notebook and weather report pertinent.to 
their conclusions. The Inquiry lasted for two days, filled 
' 
mostly by those enlisted men who had been 1n charqe of the 
various documents and who were called to attest to the 
verity of what was written in them. Captain Lee and the 
captain of the oiler, Lieutenant Older, gave whatever 
infonnation the memb~rs of the Board asked with oerfunctorv 
truthfulness. Every officer present wore his white dress ~ 
uni fonn, because it was summer in Japan and because anv­
thinq of importance in the Navy demands the strictest 
decorum, from weddings, to colTITiand chan~es, to courts­
martial. The Board of Inquiry convened, for this case was 
no exception, and Captain Lee sat throuqh it with diqnity, 
his white Naval hat with its qold braid resting demurely on 
his knees. 
The long table at which the Inauiry's members heard the 
evidence was covered with brilliant qreen baize. The coarse 
woolen fabric fascinated the Caotain as he sat in the 
stiffed-back chair in front of it. The ~oard had left to 
deliberate the case ten minutes earlier 1 leavina Lee and 
Lieutenant Older alone in the crampej room. Both stared 
intently at the baize, their starched white unifonns 
creased and damp with sweat, barely knowing the other 
existed. 
The three officers finally returned. The spokesman, 
a Rear Admiral with thin lins and weathered forehead, sooke 
in a measured, almost hushed voice: 
11 The Caotain of the ship U.S.S. Clymer has been found 
at fault in most particulars of this case. This Inquirv has, 
however, taken into account many factors outside the ranae 
of the command, including weather and sea conditions. 
Therefore, before this Board enters a reprimand into Captain 
Lee's service jacket, it wi 11 fon·1a rd the fi ndi nq of this 
case to his immediate suoerior, Admiral Whenchett, to make 
whatever recommendations he has, if any. 1 • 
The Rear Admiral paused and leaned over the width of 
the table slightly, as if he felt his next words should 
carry an especial weight and import: 
11 This Inauirv, Caotain Lee, has taken into consideration 
vour excellent service record. It would be unfortunate to 
mar an unblemished record such as vours. The record of 
your outstandin~ service will be well accounted for in our 
final judgment. The Board deems it advantaaeous for the 
service to consider everv oossibility to retain an officer 
of such stature as Caotain Lee. These oroceedinqs are 
closed. 11 
They arose and stood behind the table. smiling down on 
him. Lieutenant Older had stood also, and was lookinq down 
at him. Well, maybe it isn't all over yet, Lee thought 
excitedly. What'd they say? Whenchett's goina to qive a 
recommendation? Yes. \~hy, I can qet Whenchett to cover 
for me. Sure. Say~ I know what they want: they want me 
to get Whenchett to transfer me as his Exec. Yes. That's 
it. That's what they I re te11 ing me. Whenchett doesn I t qet 
on with his Exec. I remember. Don 1 t let on you know ... I 
can't let on I know .... 
Caotain Lee stood uo, trying to control his elation. 
He nressed his fist down on the table for support. 
11 I 1•1i sh to thank the Boa rd members for their con­
sideration, 11 he said, very seriously. He looked at the 
members of the Inquiry and at Lieutenant Older. 
The Lieutenant was smiling broadly, n0\'1 that the Inquiry 
was over and he was not faulted, and now that it was obvious 
Captain Lee wasn't to qet the heave-ho. It's great, Older 
thought, to see an outfit take care of its own. 
He and Captain Lee shook hands very fonnally all 
around and both walked down the long qreen-painted 
corridors of the Administration Bu1ldinq out into the clear 
Japanese summer day, their white unifonns suddenly radiant 
and dashing in the sun. The browninq nrass of the Naval 
Base reminded Lee of his Ohio home in the sulffller, and a 
picture of his last leave flashed through his mind: he 
was steppin9 out of a taxi, his anns ful 1 of extravagantly
wrapped presents, his wife running from the house to meet 
him, his new captain's eagles glistening in the sun. 
11Well Captain, I think you made a very qood show in 
there. Congratulations. 11 Lieutenant 01 der extended his 
hand again. He offered to buy Lee a drink. 
11 No thanks, Jack," Lee replied cheerfully. "I've got 
to see how the ship's working out. 11 Lee hailed a base 
taxi and jumped in. 
11 Drydock five, 11 Lee told the driver, who immediately
clicked over the meter. 
11 Keep in touch. 11 Lee shouted back to Lieutenant 01 der. 
The flaming red taxi sped off. 
He settled into the back seat. First, I've got to get 
in touch with Whenchett •.• no, no, wa ...wait a minute, first 
I've got to send over my case of Hennessey .... then I'll 
call him ... thank God he isn't on those drearv exercises ..• 
The taxi drove down the wide boulevards- of the naval 
base toward the docks. Lee heard a crane's warninq bells 
clang and in the distance saw it move down a line 6f ships. 
Masts became more distinct over the pine ~rees as the taxi 
drove toward the sea and Lee felt the stark black steel 
outlined against the sky press against his senses. He 
truly loved the sea. 
Sailors swagqered by on the sidewalks, ignoring the 
round hills and the contrasting oointed masts. Lee 
abruntly saw the fluted, irreoressihle stack of his shin 
throuah the rigging of the drydocked ships around it. It's 
a qood ship, Lee thought, but it's old. The United States 
had bought it from a French luxury line in 1938 to use as a 
Presidential floating White House, but it had been converted 
for war in 1943 and given to the Navy. Converted, it still 
had gold-plated faucets in the Of!icers Quarters.and walnut 
paneling in the mess decks. Now 1t was stuffed 1nto the 
into the deep drydock like a rodeo horse in an a~e~a stall, 
resting solidly on gigantic wooden blocks under its keel. 
A gangplank amidships a~gled lazily over the 110-foot 
distance to the drydock s bottom. 
As the taxi drove up Lee saw a shore patrol paddy-wagon 
at the gangplank, surrounded by Japane~e construction 
workers. What's this? He paid the driver, turned, and 
approached the ship. As he strode up he could see a stou! 
Marine Sarqent acting as translator to the laborors for his 
Executive Officer, who was half-hidden by the crowd. 
11 11 Mr. Smith! What's qoing on here? he called out to 
his Executive Officer. 
"Captain, thank God you've come! 1' Smith shouted back, 
and almost tripped over a mooring line to get to Lee. 
11 What happened? 11 
sir, 
• 
11 1 don't know where to begin, 1' Smith said, catchrnq 
his breath. 1·I t' s terrible. One of our boys raped and 
murdered a girl in the forward qun loft. _Sh~'s the dauqhter 
of one of these construction workers. Brinqing her father 
his lunch ... 11 Smith mooned his face with his hankerchi ef. 
The Caotain couldn't ouite believe what he had heard. 
11 Sav that aqain. Smith, please say th;:1t again.•: . 
11 
- Caotain, it's true! Browski raped and killed a <nrl.1 
Here! On the ship! Just a few minutes ago. These Japs want 
to kill him .... he's in the back of the wagon. 11 
Captain Lee pushed his hat back from his forehead. 
Oh, my God! That's it, that's the_ball qa~e, Le~ t~ouqh}·
Some damn fool has ruined me! An international inc1dent. 
On my ship! I'm through! I can hang it al~ up now! 
A oust of sea air cauaht the bill of his hat and 
gently swirled it off his head ~nd over ~he ste~p sides of 
the drydock. Captain Lee and ~,s E~ecut1ve Officer sta;ed 
at the brilliant white hat as 1t drifted down between tne 









3 poem from an airplane 
I bought a sheet of 1/2 inch plywood, 
5 x 8 for convenience sake, 
black paint and a brush, 
then inside my hanqar 
transferred my poem to the wood and hung it. 
Looked nice, took it down, 
carried it aqainst my head to the still moist, 
but not muddy, field 
belonging to a fanner who'd never know, 
a~d.then I out ~Y hands in my pockets 
li~1ng the feeling of beino alone yet in a movie, 
being big and small, humble and proud,
myself, I was and am myself,
happy to be 
satisfied, 
alive, married, happily married, still alive 
simpler a~d rich as rubies with chocolate sy;up, 
secure, rich enough to dirty Gants, 
I ran across the strip, 
c~imbed upon Fortunella, my Cessna, 
like a child on the Bronx Zoo camel, 
except the camel doesn't fly! 
Baby, the camel does not fly! 
I slid into the air; 
it drew me up, inhaled me up, 
then opened itself to me, 
my virgin sky, 
my white-silk marriage bed, 
my altitude spiralling high;
I looked down on my poem of the ground, 
my cornfield poem, 
circled it, tried to read it, 
upside down, sideways and around, 
went lower, tried to read it, 
couldn't see it, made so sense, 
banked out, went lower slow, 
passed by it, tried to read it quick, 
caught words and phrases
but all just snatches 
like the scanning reader who doesn't know 
and doesn't care, 
but I care, reader, 
and I care less, Icarus, 
i fly on the page and off 
and I went up and hovered, 
banked and dove, 
tucked down and sped along the groove 
fast above my plywood poem 
off the cornfield page 
clear to Chicago,
called my wife, she came, 
I made her happy too. 
I think I'm tricky, eccentric, I wonder 
What would it take to blow 
the fanner's mind assunder? 
or could he understand like you 
the happiness the poem says? 
Gary Ki s s i Ck 
4rene 
A present on a bright but nothinq
day, Rene? 
The wrappinq is embarrassment; 
A bow is a knot, 
and torn paoer will not grow 
again. 
I know kindness should be reoaid, 
repayment leads to balance, 
balance is justice, 
and 1ve all know justice will 
have its dav. 
But I would not stare this wav 
if the question were not moot. 
What if I should sa.v, in honesty. 
1'The aift is merely cute? 11 
A feather on a rock 
was never thounht of 
with a shud. 
but when the rock's a man. ~ene? 
Might it not have been 
a sweet oink summer-bonnet straw 
that crushed the camel's back? 
It may, Rene. 
If I am in another time or 
pl ace, 
blame it on a stone in bed, 
an abysmal motel year, 
and this Spring that seems to me 
a sharp yellow smell 
with a bitter edge. 
My point is this Rene, 
a kiss on the neck 
should not be stethoscopic, 
a hot touch or hug
is no cute snowman's delight· 
if you look for my coal 
or carrot nose 
you'll find the coals 
my carrots arown brown -and 
rotten into .Spring , 
and transfonned to flesh1r~~~~/I 
Do flowers ride on bears? 
(only on bears in domestic rinqs.) 
That day at the zoo 
musky smells qot between us. 
Beasts of black and brown and gray 
lobbed a weiqhty pace,
and thouqh I held your petalled hand~ 
when I asked if you saw its teeth 
you were turned towards distant swans. 
Keep your breasts to yourself, Rene, 
the flat peonies on your blouse 
are wadino depth,
but truly of a scale for bees 
and flying thinqs, 
not savaqe rompers 
with their bouncing folds. 
Your passionate kiss 
is a child's hug, 
a chilling qlass 
of crystal clarity--
pure, sparklinq, transparent. 
Your small closed mouth is tioht, 
vour foreanns not enouqh of l1fe, 
the places where you've touched me 
cried, Rene. 
To see you move my books, 
or clear my place, 
; s to watch from forest trees 
a pirouetting toddler of a girl. 
Turkish guitars in the room 
but the qiant ste 
is crushinq t 
with . 
that 
"NEWS RELEASE: Psychological research experiments in 
the transference of knowledge and memory are being 
successfully conducted with planaria, one-half inch 
unsegmented flatwonns with synaptic (simplified human­
type) nervous systems. It has been discovered that, by 
grindinq up trained planaria and feeding them to un­
trained -specimens, certain learned responses are 
trans ferab 1 e ... 11
5 a tale of two planaria 
A little planarian (predominately male) wiQqled about 
in his watery home, chasing and teasing another little 
planarian (predominately female). Being simple creatures, 
but with simple human-type brains, they did not know that 
they were part of a great research experiment. And they did 
not know why the gods who controlled their lives removed · 
some of their friends from time to time from the huge glass 
tank where they lived. They accepted their fate, knowing 
that some day they would end up in the Great Grinder above. 
One day just after the boy and girl had finished a 
delicious dinner that looked remarkablv like pieces of Aunt 
Julia, and were playing tag, something happened. A tre­
mendous fonn hovering over the tank caught the girl in a 
huge net and took her away. 
The boy searched the tank frantically, and waited and 
searched some more, but she did not return all day. As soon 
as he awoke the next morning, he began to look for her again.
Finally he saw her, and squinT1ed with joy. But something 
stopped him from reaching her--the glass of the tank. In 
dismay he found that she was in a small tank of her own, 
right next to the large one. She was looking toward the big 
tank, so he attracted her attention by doing fancy tricks. 
She wiggled in delight. 
Rut he could not play with her any more. He could 
only perfonn antics, which soon became tiresome, or gaze at 
her beautiful soft, flat fonn and delicate pointed head. He 
could see adniration for him shining in her gorqeous 1nf1n1-
tesimal eyes. It was frustrating, though, because he wanted 
to be near her, to touch her, to express his love, to learn 
about her. 
Every day the gods removed her from her tank for awhile. 
He waited impatiently, not knowing she was learning wonder­
ful things, like how to contract her body in response to a 
light, and how to find her way through a maze ... and that she 
was the model for a cartoon in the Wonn Runners Dj_qe~!• 
One day she did not return at her usual time. He waited 
•.• hours .•. days. He became morose. His friends tried to 
console him. He even cried, though in the water it was 
scarcely noticeable. 
At last a great net scooped him up. He perked up,
thinking that perhaps the gods were answering his prayers and 
reuniting him with his sweetheart. They placed him in a 
small tank and he looked around eagerly. She was not there; 
in fact he was completely alone. In his misery he began to 
wonder what the Great Grinder was like. 
When his dinner came he scarcely felt like eating. He 
glanced at the food. It looked different, better than usual, 
so he tasted some. It was delectable, tender and juicy. He 
gorged himself. 
In a short time he began to feel strange and know things
he had never experienced. He was not lonely any more; he 
felt that he and his beloved had magically become one; he 
felt her love for him at the same time he felt his love for 
her; he was fulfilled. Furthennore, he knew how to contract 
his body in response to a light, how to find his way through 
a maze, and other wonderful thinQs. The rest of his life was 
one of complete happiness such as f~w creatures on earth have 
known. 
MORAL: In order to achieve perfect love and true 
col11llunicat1on, you must have your beloved for dinner. 
Carol Lague 
7the sound of flowers 
It occurs to me to introduce myself as a writer, which, 
strictly speaking, I am not. Actually I am an artist who 
also makes a living doing lay-outs for an ad finn. That is 
to say I am an artist, a craftsman, and now a writer. I 
realize that were there a party here tonight I would not be a 
writer--! would be a party-goer, and a story-teller. I have, 
in the past, told stories for other's amusements, one story 
rather. Does not every roving minstrel tell basically one 
story, and would I not be a rovinQ minstrel at my parties if 
I could play some instrument with which to accompany myself? 
I think it is fitting to introduce myself as a writer. Da~e 
York, WRITER. At least tonight I am, and that mu~t count 1n 
the list, esnecially in view of the fact that ton,qht or a 
week from toniqht I will probably be something else also. I 
am always confused by job fonns which leave on~v o~e line 
beside the word Occuoation. Once, when I was 1n h1qh school, 
I was a bus driver.Andft is a fact that I am still a bus 
driver since somehow the motion of that one bus, No. 47, has 
never left me. . 
Thinking of the bus job, I might be tempted to say this 
will be a rememberance, but I don't know where I drove No. 47, 
how manv times I opened the doors, or what faces and leqs 
jumped those two deep steps up ~nd on. I ~ouldn:t tell a bus 
driver story accurately, fact-wise. So this cant be~ 
rememberance. It is a story about what I am also: friend of 
a fl ower g i r l . 
We arrived in Charleston too late to see the gardens, we 
being myself, and two of my buddies, Ross Pollard, sculptor, 
and Hiram Williams, flutist. When we got off the bus we were 
unaware the qardens closed at four o'clock, so we rushed to 
the gate just to have it closed in our faces. It was then I 
saw the flower girl. Picture the scene: two blue-coats, 
anns stretched to the locks at the top of the iron bars, 
behind the quards trees heavy with moss, pink azelias 
spottinq the orass, and beyond the trees and bushes a river, 
and beyond the river the afternoon sun. But between the 
river and the sun a boat with a girl on it. From my view­
point the scene was one-dimensional, flat, like pacer cut­
outs pasted on. In front of her sat a neqro rowinq, maybe 
sinqinq, too, but I couldn't be sure. She sat straiqht, her 
qloved hands folded in her lap, her head toward the neqro, 
her long blond hair dippinq into the front of her dress. Her 
dress was lonq and full and seemed to be trailing in the dark 
water. 
I ounched Hi ra111. "Look, throuqh those trees." I 
pointed. 
"Yeah. pretty, 11 Hi ram answered, giving me the usu a1 
pre-renewal sarcasm, which this particular year never left 
him and continued, when I mentioned her, to irritate me. 
We walked to town, Ross and Hiram disgusted about the 
timing. We spent the night sleeping on the wharf, qetting 
drunk from the sea smell and some booze Ross grabbed off a 
fish en-nan. Next morning we were off to the gardens, seven 
sharp. We passed on the way a costume shop, and I got the 
idea we should rent some dress appropriate to the splendor 
of the azelias. Ross and Hiram, being friends and also 
hunqover. aqreed it was a magnificent idea. 
We banoed on the door until the shopkeeper yelled 
obscenities down at us from the window above the store, after 
which we offered a lot of monev for his ooening early. I 
miqht oause here to mention we are wealthy, which might be 
a surorise, havinq mentioned oreviously our sleeoing 
accommadations. As I said, I do layouts for Hunter Ad 
Agency in New York; Ross was just commissioned to do a 
thinq for some biq company in Pennsylvania--functional art 
to disguise an ugly supnort riqht in the middle of the fover 
of the new office buildino--for which he is handsomely paid, 
cleverly combining the exclusive element of art to that of 
bad architecture. Hiram is number one flutist with an 
orchestra, and while he oets little from that he gives
lessons at outrageous prices and has a nice nest eqg. We 
have money to burn, so to speak, and these vacations we 
take yearly are for just that purpose. But soiritually ful­
filling too. I oaint landscapes wherever we are for the two 
weeks, Hiram composes on his flute, trying to get s0111ethinq 
of nature's sounds into his music, and Ross has some of his 
best work scattered about the country, the very best of which 
vou might want to see in the Redwood forest. His biqqest, I 
might add, and most expensive, since the ranger found him out 
and brouqht suit. His project this year is cynress trees. 
So we don't waste the time. 
Anyway, the owner of the costume shop fitted us ou~ 
beautifully, like country aentlemen of a bygone era, waist 
coats and ~11. The quards were just opening the gates when 
we arrived. We nodded pleasantly, then passed throuqh, 
breathed deeply of the fragrant air, and parted to pu~sue 
individually our artistic goals. I had a sketch pad in my 
pocket and went in search of the flower girl.
At eight o'clock she appeared, followed by the negro 
carrying her parasol. I .kept my distance as t~ey wa~ked 
among the flowers, movinq when they moved! making quic~ 
sketches on my pad. Her beauty was classic. Her carriage 
was perfect, her qestures dainty. All this I tried ~o catch 
in charcoal to later transfer to oils. The negro said 
nothing to her, but seemed to know where she would move next 
--the parasol stayed precisely a foot over her head. S~on 
the visitors began to fill the garden, and the flower girl 
smiled at them and offered herself for pictures. Apparently 
her job. I left her smiling into a camera and went in search 
of my companions. After lunch I found her gone. I went 
hunting the neqro, meaning to ask about ~er. 
I saw him coming out of a small cabin at the end of a 
dirt path shaded by huge trees. He stopped by the river 
and smoked. As I got nearer, he threw his cigarette into 
the river and sighed. I cleared my throat, and he_turn~~­
Then I noticed his Analo-Saxon features and how shiny his 
face was. He looked at his hand, cursed, and wioed his hand 
on his trousers, leavinq a black mark. Make-up. 
"Pardon me, but are you the felln·' who holds the um­
bre11 a for the flower oi rl ?11 I asked. 
11 "Yes. We stood eyeinq each other. 
I dug mv toe onto the sandv road, then looked up again. 
"Uh. I just wanted to know her name, I mean I'm a painter 
and I'd like to do her portrait." 
11 11 Artist? 
I nodded. 11 1 don't think so, 11 he said after a minute. 
"Why not? Other people take her picture."
"No." He turned and wa1ked back into the cabin. 
Naturally I was piqued. I decided then to concentrate 
on mv landscaoes and forget her until I could catch her alone. 
The next few days I painted and painted and pai~ted. At 
~irst the work looked like the maoazine ads I did for 
lingerie, girl on velvety grass in her lion-~eiqe slio, et~, 
but· soon my own style came back and I felt like myself again. 
For fun now and then I would search out one of Ross's cypress 
scultures and paint a face on it, or find Hiram_in a . 
deserted section of the garden playing to the birds.and issue 
an invitation to visitors I found in the front section of the 
garden. We horsed around a bit, but because of our costumes, 
being not unlike those of the guides, we were overlooked by 
the guards. We were gettin~ the usu~l r:newal: we talked in 
the evenings about what a fine vacation 1t was. 
.. On our fifth day there, I was pursuing the girl again,
hiding out near the cabin after lunch. I figured she was 
married to the qrease-oaint negro but I couldn't see any 
hann in askinq her for a sitting. I was squattinq behinq a 
tree when I heard a sound. I spun around on my heel, falling 
off balance. hittinq my lower lip on the roots of a cyoress.
When I recovered I looked up and there was the 11 neqro."
cleaned 
11 
Listen, 11 he said. "I've been thinkino. You look like 
a fairly decent fellow - as well as I can tell," he added, 
1ooki ng at my ri di cu 1ous outfit. 11 Anyway, come with me and 
I'll see what I can do about you painting my sister." 
up, in a business suit. 
"Your sister?" I asked, qettinq up and brushin<1 myself
off. 
"Yes. Come down to the refreshment stand and I 1 11 buy 
you a cup of coffee. :i 
11 Better idea,' 1 I said, and pulled a flask out of my
waistcoat pocket. 
He looked at it and said ·Sure, why not. 
We took the boat and rowed out to an island and sat 
down in the middle of it. I eyed him as he took a swiq of 
the stuff. He looked to be about thirtv-seven, and the 
touches of grey at his temoles made himvlook too suave to 
be a parasol man. 
He handed me the flask, saying, "You need a job, right. 11 
11 A job? Why no . 11
11 You 1 re an artist, aren't you?" 
11 Yes, but .... 11
11 Then you need a job." 
I explained to him my situation in life and he siqhed. 
"I misjudged. Well, no need to waste any more of your time. 11 
He stood uo. 
"Wait a minute. What about your sister? Is she really 
your sister?" 
11 My sister. Myra Lou Turner. Beautiful, young, and 
off her rocker. Yeah, she's my sister." 
I stood up. "whatdaya mean 'off her rocker?'" 
"Nuts. 11 
11 Nuts? 11 I echoed. 
"You heard me. she's crazy. I'm here to take care of 
her but I swear I can't do it much lonqer. I've got a job 
of my own, I can't keep takinq three month vacations, I've 
got to do something." 
I could see he was qetting hysterical so I said 
soothingly, "That's all riqht, tell me about it, maybe I 
can help." 
He looked at me with a dumb stare, then he smiled. 
"She's crazy, that's the first thing you'lll have to under­
stand. I qot her this job and she's the hapoiest she's 
been in years, but I can't do it much longer, take care of 
her. 11 
11 She has to have someone take care of her?" 
"Yes. I had her in New York with me-- I'm a broker with 
Benson and Tavlor--and she seemed to be doinq all riqht but 
one day she tried to kill herself." 
I jumoed a little. 11 Kill herself?" 
11 Yes . 11 He s ta red at the qr ass . 11 She di dn I t f i t i n 
just couldn't qet adjusted to the way I lived, couldn't 
seem to find a niche. So after that I took her to Atlanta. 
1·1v narents have a house there, on 1v they' re both dead and 
it's qone to seed. It's out in the country so I hired a 
fann hand to clean it up and a lady to do the cookinq and I 
1eft her there. 11 
''What hanoened? 11 
11 I went back--I 1eft her ri qht before Christmas, she 
said she just couldn't stay in New York over the holidays 
and I came back at Easter. Well, she had let th~ maid go 
and the fann hand had auit. She was alone in the house when 
I found her, eating turnips. all there was in the h~use. It 
was dark and she was usinq candles and she kept a rifle by 
her side at the dinner table, all the time. I could see she 
v,as bad ~ff, clothes torn, face dirty, everythi nq. So I took 
her back with me and she tried it again. 11 
Hearinq this I whisoered, "Suicide?" 
11 Gas. 11 • He leaned over to me and took my shoulder. 
"You've got to help me. Listen, take my job, just for a 
week let me go back to the office, get things in order, 
just' 1et me get away, then I 1 11 come right back. 11 
11 No. 11 I said. He seemed not to have heard. 
11 A11 you have to do is wear the costume, ~ little grease 
paint, carry the parasGl and let people take p1~tures. The 
money's not bad and then I'll be back. Please? 
I took my sketch pad from my pocket and looked at the 
pictures I had drawn of her. The story explained th~ 
expression in her face. I looked at the face and said 11 OK. 11
Her brother smiled the happiest orin I've ever seen. I 
regretted at once sayinq I'd do it. But I looked at th~ 
drawings and rationalized a little and a~reed to meet him at 
their cabin the next evening riqht before the qates closed. 
I told Hiram and Ross about it that niqht and thev 
lauqhed. Hiram said it was the best vacation we'd had. I 
went to sleep thinkinq about her face, that dress, anrl 
turnips.
I fo 11 owed the flower qi rl and her brother the next day, 
and drew some more pictures. At 3:30 I went to the cabin. 
Her brother let me in. He was still in his outfit and 
bowed low before the flower girl. "Missus, this is Dave 
York a portrait artist. 11 She held out her hand. Her 
brother continued, 11 Mr. York, Miss Scarlet O'Hara.'' . 
I looked up ouickly, but her brother stared straight 
ahead. I bent to kiss her hand. Scarlet picked uo the 
train of her dress and motioned for me to sit. The room was 
liqhted by kerosene lamp, the furniture was early American. 
She sat in a rocking chair, I on the deacon's bench. The 
brother bowed and left the room. 
Scarlet opened the fan attached to her wrist and fanned 
herself. "I declare, if it doesn't cool I shall faint. 11 
She swooned slightl.v and I jumped to her side. "Neveah mine. 
I'm fine now, thank vou. 11 
I sat aqain on the bench and tried to think of some­
thing to say. Her brother came in then with tea. He set 
th: tray on the table between us, bowed aqain, and left. 
tried to catch his eye, but he refused to look at me. 
Scarlet smiled at me. 11 Suqa'?" I nodded. "Lemon?" I 
nodded aaain. She handed me the cuo. 
I sipped. waitinq for her to say something. Finally 
she said, 11 I don't think it's quite rioht for me to have 
an ex~e~sive port:ait made when our neiqhbors are nearly 
starvrn and us with only a week store in. ' 
11 I do fine work, but the price is sma11 compa red to the 
oua1 i ty, 11 I reassured her. 
"Could I pay in turnips?" she asked. 
11 0f course, 11 I answered. 
"Then come at seven in the morni nq. I '11 be ready. 11 
She stood and curtsied and swept from the ro001. I waited 
foolishly looking at the movinq rocking chair. for her ' 
brother to return, but he di dn I t. After a few minutes I 
1eft. 
Relating the news_to Hiram and Ross that evening, I 
softened the story a little, and still they lauqhed until 
they cried. I was by this time enamoured by the expression 
on--on Scarlet's face, and it irritated me to have them 
laugh that hard. I growled and turned my back. 
I went to the house at seven. Scarlet let me in. Her 
brother was nowhere around. 'Where I s your, uh, houseboy? 11 
I asked. 
She sighed. "Gone. Just gone. By the underground 
railroad, I imaqine. I've expected it. I'll have- to make 
do, I suppose. You may heqin paintinq now. 11 
She said nothin~ else until eight o'clock. Then she 
ros: and picked-up her parasol and walked to the door. I 
panicked. Her brother was no where to be seen and she was 
about to qo_out into the oardens. I stood up, offered my 
ann, and said, "Do you mind if I walk with you?" 
"Why I don't know," she answered. 11 we·1 ve hardly met, 
and I haven't asked my father's oennission. 11 
"ltJhere is your father? I' 11 ask him. 11 
She looked up at me, then I watched several tears come 
from her eyes. "Fiqhtinq, or killed by now. 11 She covered 
her face with her hands. 
I nut my arm around her, the first time I touched her. 
and she cried on my shoulder. "I'm sorry, 11 I said. Then 
after she stopoed cr_yinq, I said, "Let me escort you. Under 
the adverse circumstances I don't think he would mind. It's 
safer. 11 
She went with me. I stayed with her until the qates 
closed, then I scouted around trying to find her brother. 
The guard told.me he had left that mornin~. I turned away, 
then Hiram and Ross laughing at me from the other side 
of the iron bars. I ran to the gate. I shouted, "Listen, 
do somethino! I can't stay in here with her!" 
They laughed even more and waved as they walked down 
the street. 
I was angry then; I marched to the cabin and threw 
open the door. The lamps were burning, and I saw her move 
suddenly. She pointed a rifle at me. 
11 It's me, the artist, 11 I said quickly. 
"Oh ,1' she apo 1ogi zed, 11you never know these days. Come 
in, II 
I stayed the night. She fixed turnips for dinner-­
they were delicious, peppery and stronn. She sanq by the 
fire and worked on her quilting. I took the sketch oad 
from my oocket and began drawing.
At midnight she turned to me and said, "You may stay 
the night. I wouldn't risk the roads at this time of night." 
She went into the other room and shut the door. I slept by 
the fireplace, wanned by the slowly dyinq coals. · 
I stayed the week. Hiram came to the cabin to tell me 
he and Ross were tired of the qardens. 
"Hiram, you can't go. Her brother's due back tomorrow. 
Just wait one more----aa; and I '11 go with you. 
"Sorry, old friend," Hiram answered. 11 When the time 
comes, we blow. You know the rules. 11 
11 Yeah, I know but couldn't you .... 11 
11 No. Sorry, but it's time. I'll see you back in New 
York." 
Hiram left chucklinq. 11 You bloody crumb!" I called. 
"It's not that bad, you know. 11 
And it hadn't been. She was crazy, true, but beautiful, 
and she wasn't dumb either. If fact she was perfect, I 
mean it was just a matter of perspective, really. And I 
1oved her si nqi ng-- 11 Aura Lee II and "Hush, Little Baby, 11 
"Barbara A11 en II and a name1 ess French song. And she knew 
more ways with turnips than I could describe. It was 
peaceful those evenings. She sat talking of Ashley Hall 
and Atlanta before the march, and gay parties her father 
had given her. She hunmed a waltz and we danced once. 
They were eveninqs without time or olace, except the time 
and p 1 ace she made for rne from her own mind. So Hi ram, it 
wasn't that bad--how often have you been somewhere, some­
time like that? I turned and went back to the cabin. 
That niaht she asked me to read for her. I oicked up 
the book on the table and beqan to read the final chaoters 
of Gone With the Wind. Later she poured me some Elderberry
wine--a-nd ~,-e--t6is-ted- fhe end of the \>rar. After our ql asses 
touched she asked, 11 You won't leave me aaain, will vou 
Rhett?" -
11 No , Scar 1 et • " I orom i s e d . 
The next mornina her brother returned. I was walkinq 
outside when he came ✓ down the dirt path. I turned from hiM, 
not wantinq him to see my face, feelinq he could tell from 
lookinq at .me what Elderberry wine could do to Rhett Butler 
when poured by a girl like Scarlet. 
11 Hey, 11 he called. "I'm back." 
"I see, 11 I answered, turninq finally. 
"Dant say it, 11 he said, raisinq his hands. 11 I know 
vou 1 re mad at me, but I've qot it all arranqed. I couldn't 
have done it without you. Just one more thinq .... '' 
"Couldn't have done what?" 
"Gone to Asheville. I've qot a place for her in the 
sanatorium there. They I re tak i nq her today. 11 
"In a sanatorium?" 
"What do you think I've been doinq this week?'' He 
asked. 
11 1 don't know," I mumbled. 
"Will you qo with me, just drive uo there? I think it 
would be easier for her if you went. 11 
11 No! 11 I shouted. 
He dropped his anns to his sides. "Ok, here's your
week's pay. I didn't expect you to do it." 
"It's not that. You can't take here there. She'd die 
in a place like that, she isn't like that, really crazy I 
mean.'' 
llWhat do you mean?·' He looked at me in disbelief. ''I 
just wish I had done it years sooner. It will take longer 
now. But I've talked to them about her and they're hope­
ful. 11 
"Hopeful? 11 The word vibrated 1 i ke the chime of a 
clock. 
"OK, I'll go, I'll go,'' I shouted. He looked at me 
with a puzzled expression. 
The last time I saw her face was when the door caught 
her lonq skirt and she turned to me and said, "It's my last 
dress. 11 I 1ooked at her a minute, then turned and ran to 
the car. I got my easel and suitcase and ran. 
New York never looked worse. But as I rode the sub­
way, what had to happen happened. Was it a dream, I asked 
mvse 1f. 
It's been a vear now. A year, four days, and some odd 
hours. No, I te(l mvsel f, it was not a dream. I'm more 
certain of that now than I have been in past months. I saw 
her and we drank Elderberry wine toqether. And if those 
eveninqs seem remote and hard to describe, it's because like 
describinq how a wine tastes, qetting it riqht is impossible.
So you wait until you take another sip and then you think 
you've got it. At least with wine you get to try again. 
Let it suffice to say I'm not the same now. Not the 
same in ways I can't calculate--in ways of anticipation-­
becominq something else too, in the pile-on-pile way of 
thinas.· Scarlet's friend, yes, and somethinq next. 
I understand from a fellow who works at Benson and 
Taylor whom I haonened to meet a a bar on 51st street this 
afternoon that James Turner has, had a wife who now lives 
''somewhere in Asheville, North Carolina--you know, in one of 
those resort "hotels" they have up there." 
Yeah. I kn0\-1. Anyway I thouqht I knew enough to ca11 
uo and remind him of me and ask after his "sister" and 
invite him to come for a drink toniqht. Scarlet, he said on 
the phone that you were cominq alona fine, qettinq used to 
loud noises and telephones, and thinqs like that. 
I seem to remember one day I opnened the bus door for a 
blond-headed qirl about seven, and she waved qoodbye, and 
stepped down the two steps and fell on some gravel and cried. 
It was somewhere in the country by a filling station and 
there was a mailbox, and she wore shiny blue ribbons on her 
pi gta i 1s. 
· Listen, Scarlet, I could have had a party here to~iqht 
and lauqhed about it, like I do sometimes when I see H1ram 
and Ross and my mother when she comes up for a visit. 
Sometimes that's the best way to keep somethinq secret. If 
I could really tell, something would go. I'll keep it. 
Hiram and Ross, and 
Scarlet, I swear when I see you again, if I do, and you 
can't tell, I might,--! oromise 
How could it be airplanes and traffic noises and bus 
doors opening to let out pig-tailed girls and Mr. Murphy 
opening the mail box and pulling out a fann circ~lar 
I promise, Scarlet, we'll only laugh about 1t. All of 
i t , I prom i s e . 
Eve Shelnutt 
8 critical essay 
. "It has often been said that Faulkner's South is a 
dying culture and that Faulkner provides a continuinq ~ost 
ITl_~rt~.!!!_ before the fact. Is there only an apparent contra~ 
d1~t1on here? What are the principles according to which 
th, s premature p_os'f:_ mortem is conducted? 11 
Thi~ i~ an attempt to deal with Faulkner's Liqht in 
~~_g_u_s_t within the framework of the above question. fhe- term 
11 PC2_S_!:_ mo!:_te_rr( refers to a detai 1 ed 1is t of causes of death 
based uoon a thorough examination of the corpse. I shall 
attempt to show how this novel is a oost mortem analysis of 
th~ death of ~he culture of the p_<?_s_C~~J_um South. Although
this culture 1s not yet dead, a keen observer such as Faulk­
ner who knows and loves his South intimately is well able to 
observ~ and report the causes bringing about its demise. 
There 1s no real contradiction involved, although Faulkner 
was ~riting in 1932 and the shell of that society is still 
drawing breath because the fatal diseases were apparent 
enough to be reported before the final throes occur. When 
the_death of this sick society is accomplished, history will 
verify faulkner's analysis. 
The author uses both setting and characters to symbolize 
v~r~ous elei:ients within southern society that are underooing
d1s1ntegrat1on and decadence. The town of Jefferson where 
the sto:y is set, typifies the kind of collective th~ught 
and action that expresses itself in narrow-mindedness idle 
g?ssip, and s:lf-riqhteousness that moves a whole pop~lation 
l1k~ a ?erd w1th no allowance for individual thinking. This 
soc1ety s valu~ system is 11 two-pronged: 11 white or black, 
good or bad, right or wrong, reward or punishment, blessed 
or cursed, superior or inferior (expressed by Doc Hines' 
curse: 11 It I s the Lord's abomination and I'm the instrument
of His will") which orovides a basis for their justification
for the corrupt elements within that culture which is 
bringing about its death. According to the above value 
sys tern, a man fa 11 s into one of the two camos with no "grey 
area" in between. If he is black, it's because he's cursed. 
If he is cursed, it's because he must be bad and deserving
?.~ his "lot i~ life. 11 Therefore, if a man is getting his 
.Just ~esert, I a~ absolved of any responsibility for 
1nvolv1ng myself with him oersonally (seqregation)· 
if he is inferior I am absolved of the need to qra~t him 
equality (discrimination), and if he is a oart of a cursed 
qrouo, I am absolved of the necessity of seeing him as an 
individual (prejudicial thinking). This tyoe of mass 
thinking can be seen takinq place in Jefferson when Miss 
Burden was ostracized from the white community because of 
h~r family's association with the colored community, when 
H~ghtower fell under suspicion of having immoral dealings 
w1th a colored cook and in the reaction of the town when 
Brown revea 1 ed to the sheriff that Christmas was a "nigger. 11 
This town tyoifies the trend of the whole South for the last 
century with its Jim Crow Laws (1860's - 1950's), Black Codes 
(1870'~ - 1?50's), the Scopes trial on evolution (1923), the 
reception g1ven to the workers of the Freedman's Bureau 
(1870's), Plessv vs. Ferquson U.S. Supreme Court rulinq in 
1898 callinq for equal but separate facilities which was in 
effect until 1954, and the mass action depicted by the Ku 
Klux Klan, lynchings and poll taxes of 1870-1964. Although 
the mortal blows to this P~s'f:_ ~~l_l_t.nn South were finally dealt 
by the 1954 U.S. SupreMe Court rulinq on Brown vs. Board of 
Education declaring seoarate facilities based on race uncon­
stitutional,.by the 1958 and 1960 Civil Rights Bills and by
the 1964 ruling that poll taxes 1~ere unconstitutional, 
Faulkner developed in this novel the oattern of how the final 
demise would be brought about. 
As stated above, the characters in~! in August lend 
themselves to a symbolic sociological interpretation. 
The life of Joe Christmas can be interpreted as a 
symbol of the dying culture itself in the way it oarallels 
the histo~y of the South in the last century. Just as Joe 
was born in outrage the above described frame of thinkino 
which in effect caused a curse upon his life, so was · 
Faulkner's South born in the wake of the Civil War into the 
lap of a spirit of outrage and vengeance that has cursed and 
stunted and blighted its growth. Just as Joe was orphaned, 
so was the South orphaned bv its leadership at the end of the 
war when the Planter power base was destroyed. 
Joe Christmas.is introduced at the point of a major 
traumatic experience in his life. Accustomed to the reward­
punishment type of discipline the five-year old child was 
betrayed in the act of doing wrong and expectinq and needing 
punishment for it by a woman caught in her own quilt. Not 
only was punishment not given in a way he could have under­
stood it, but he was first rewarded, then out into different 
hands which further served to reinforce the white-black, good­
bad, reward-punishment frame of thinking, thus perpetuating
the influence of the past--the traumatic need for ounishrnent 
in his life. Likewise, the immature South which had not vet 
revived from the Civil War suffered a betrayal at the h~nds 
of the federal qovernment for ourooses of oolitical exoediency
in the e.lection of 1878 \'/hen Rutherford B. Hayes oromised to 
withdraw federal troops in exchanqe for electoral votes, 
Next we see a series of frustrating events in Joe's life 
in which he tries to resolve the need that is qrounded in his 
past by invitinq the punishment he needs at the hands of a 
woman. But each time it is not forthcoming. Likewise the 
South can never resolve the hostilities that have driven it 
by merely oassinq laws that give expression to its spirit
of venqeance. The role Bobbie and the Chicago prostitute 
played in Joe's life, encouraginq his mounting illness and 
corruntion by treatinq him softly is paralleled by the 
southern leadershin wich has played upon oeople's prejudices, 
hates and subconscious hostilities to gain its own ends 
rather than apnlyinq a strong hand and guiding it out of its 
unhealthy ethnocentrism and unrealistic ties to the past. 
Here we see Faulkner nointinq out another of the corrupt 
elements leadinq the South to its own destruction. 
We are qiven further insight concerning this process 
where Joe, \•lith his Negro common-law wife, exoeriences the 
emptiness and futility of his drive as "physical outrage and 
spiritual denial 11 but rationalizes "that it was loneliness 
he was trying to escape and not himself." As with Joe, the 
South has rationalized its nroblems as having external origin
(such as its conflict with the North) rather than realizing 
that they have originated within its own culture. 
Miss Burden's name is significant of her role in the 
novel as symbolizing that element of the population which 
has suffered in attempting to transform the society. Her 
Yankee family had never been accepted: "And we were 
foreigners, strangers, that thought differently from the 
people whose country we had come into without being asked or 
wanted." They were considered "nigger lovers" and had re­
garded and treated Negroes as equals. She has suffered 
isolation and suspicion from the white corrmunity, and brutal 
treatment at the hands of Joe (representing the corruptness 
of the culture). The South has had its Miss Burdens in the 
form of the Freedman's Bureau and Civil Rights workers, 
many of whom have paid with their lives for attempting to 
change the system. The reaction to the South toward out­
siders is paralleled in Joe's reaction to everyone who tried 
to change him. "All I wanted was peace thinking, 'She ought 
not to started praying over me.' 11 
One possible interpretation of Rev. Gail Hiqhtower's 
function in the novel could be that of symbolizing the 
sleeping conscience of the South. Wrapped up in the past, 
shamed, and forbidden to speak in the church, dwelling in an 
"ivory tower 11 isolated from the concerns and problems of most 
of the town, a leader who was forced to abdicate his respon­
sibility of leadership by collective action, he wrestles 
with himself. but doesn't speak out until too late to save 
Joe. This is much like the role the collective conscience 
of the South has played in not assuming its res~onsibility 
for the moral guidance of the society which has been decayinq
in the South. 
Another "ailment" the South has been sufferinq is 
represented by Lucas Burch, alias Joe Brown. This - indolent, 
irresponsible, opportunistic partner of Joe Christmas' could 
be said to symbolize an element of thP. ~opulation that will 
take advantage of whatever the situation at hand offers for 
personal gain. Historians use the word "Scalawaqs 11 for those 
who have floated rootlessly, living off the land, having no 
attachment to anyone or anything, existinq like parasites on 
Society much as Burch shunned responsibility toward Lena, 
used and then betrayed Christmas for personal gain and quit 
the scene when faced with the responsibility of his own 
child. 
Percy Grimm, the young captain with a frustrated lust 
for power and a blind allegiance to a concept of racial 
superiority is the overt exoression of the frustration and 
hostilities of the people who rally around him. It is not 
accidental that it is this character who finally kills 
Christmas. Faulkner seems to be saying that it is this 
spirit of demagoguery and the desire to take law into its 
own hands that will provide the final blow that will kill the 
culture. 
In the final analysis, it has been, as Faulkner stated 
in his pos~ mortem, the accumulated effect of the original 
outrage, t e emerging corruption of mind, heart and soul 
based on an erroneous value system, the hostilities 
nourished by an apotheosis of the past, leaders and 11 riders 11 
who have taken advantage of the growing decadence, a religion 
whi:ch was either too soft or too belligerent to redeem it, 
and a conscience which was silenced that have brought the 
culture to its knees. And within this past decade the Percy 
Grimms (Ku Klux Klan, Vigilanteism, and the Bull Conners) 
have brought about the final blow in the fonn of Federal 
action from which the South will never recover. 
Despite the fact that Faulkner has written a post mortem 
account of causes of death, this novel, Li..9!!._~ in August,
is, by its very title, an optimistic bool<~~He presents 
two characters who represent the new South that he sees 
emerging: Lena Grove, strong, steadfast and productive, 
spreads light in August as she travels through the South 
in a simple, faithful trusting way. Byron Bunch, the 
dedicated, dependable man who has spent his life working 
in the hope of avoiding trouble nevertheless responds to 
leaving the South in the hands of leadership which per­
petuated the hostility of the present and the values and 
traditions of the past. 
Mr. McEachern represents this leadership to whom the 
South was left which detennined to right wrongs and lead it 
to new glory: 111 ••• he will grow up to fear God and abhor 
idleness and vanity despite his orioin. 111 but succeeded only 
in tying it more finnly to the past by subscribing to the 
same faulty value system which started it on the one-hundred­
year-long road to its death just as Joe starts his thirty­
year-long road to his death. In viewinq the nature of 
reality as being two-pronged, they rejected a third dimension 
which might have given them greater understanding of their 
condition and changed the progress of that society. An 
understanding of reality that contains a place for redemption 
based upon reoentance, forgiveness and acceptance would have 
provided a different context for life in the South and for 
Joe. Even the prevailing forms of religion which can also 
be represented by Mr. and Mrs. McEachern were unable to 
transfonn the progress of life. He might be said to sym­
bolize the vicious dichotomy of sin and vengeance which has 
predominated in many southern churches and could not redeem 
the society because it agreed with the society's way of 
thinking. (Note the irony of McEachern 1 s prayer "requesting
that the Almighty be as magnanimous as himself. 11 ) 
Mrs. McEachern could be said to represent a more truly 
loving and forgiving concept of religion which might have 
been able to redeem and transfonn except that it was too 
11 soft 11 to deal sternly with the traumatic need which grew out 
of a committment to a different scheme of values and a goal
grounded in the past: 
11 It was not the hard work which he hated, nor the 
punishment and injustice. He was used to that before he 
ever saw either of them, and so he was neither outraged 
nor surprised. It was the woman: that soft kindness 
which he believed himself doomed to be forever victim 
of and which he hated worse than he did the hard and 
ruthless justice of men. 1She 1 s trying to make me cry,• 
he thought ... 1 Then she thinks that they would have me. 111 
Because what Joe needs is punishment at the hands of a woman, 
neither Mr. McEachern with his male-sternness nor Mrs. Mc­
Eachern with her female-softness can reach him. Because the 
South needed a stern paternal hand in the fonn of local and 
federal government in dealing with its fanatical attachment 
to the past, neither a soft religion nor one which per­
petuated its outlook could cure its illness. 
the light she brings and is raised from his stupor to 
responsible action when trouble comes. It is the Lenas 
and the Byrons, strong, dedicated people of the South in 
whose hands the birth of the new South is left at the 
conclusion of this book. 
~-!ende 11 • la thews 
the republic 
Cast out of Eden -­
Branded by God --
Achilles• sword -- and then his dogs. 
Fires of Truth, of repentance, of death. 
Cold and soothinq death. 
Gas and ovens. Hiroshima. Hunqary. Premier Ky. 
Now and forever. 










Six foot little ToITJTiy 
stands \'1aitinq 
for hi s ye 11 ow bus . 
Grey-blue eyes 
still see 
Dark fl owi nq 
and deadly shadows 
Crawling
from the half-opened · 
Closet door, 
before sleep at night. 
He I s al one now, 
with the green wind 
of his quick 
seven year-old fright
ebbing from beneath 
a semen scented 
and man sweating body. 
The ache and filth, 
somehow of sin, 
foroets little six foot 
and child Tomiv 
as he shoves a· fast 
nervous 
too i nte 11 ioent 
seven years 
grass and froas loqic 
into the cool 
smilinq world 
of eouations 
and mass Unsun and no rain. 
Oreathing 
the breath 
of white white roses. 
A.nd they sa.v. 
you should hear hear him sinq, 
as slowly 
their painted door closes. 
And Tommv stands 
watchinq a spider 
walking 
across the concrete slabs, 
marching for Tom, 
into the soft green grass 
someone had let him mow 









She dances about me 
like God only: 
she surpasses the minutes 
which light her cheeks. 
A lattece of white 
flames in the night: 
is it the line of her leg 
which burns in my mind? 
Slender as the mist 
which curls thick oak leaves, 
like a qaze11 e 
she slins about mv youth. 
Before she follows 
the mist or the sun~ 
what moon must I slip 
beneath her face? 
John Zimmennan 
12 12 miles +or-
12 miles down the tire-flattened road 
he saw, through phantom eyes and phantom years,
the whiskey billboard's girl, limbs smooth and 
stretched to giving, toward everyman, himself; 
Sudden as the brake foot braking, he remembered 
the forgotten kiss he couldn't telegram. 
He slowed, let pass sure drivers of kissed wives, 
or those untouched for younger reasons; 
Allowed his mind her hand, damp from steaming rice, 
to poise above the stove, feel the empty cheek -­
And was, was 12 miles worth the wrinkled rub? 
Turning at the Bronson outlet, he became 
the second Willy Loman 
limping home his sachels, exile heart, 
retracing home the stretch, long, straight,
and sexless as the long, unconscious years 
a man must forget to remember a kiss. 
Eve Shelnutt 
13 shriek now or forever 
For soon, 
someday soon un(just
which one really doesn't matter) 
a foolish piece of flesh, deprived
its share of food and gas, indignant,
its years of service so rewarded, 
will not conduct 
my signals, 
or wi 11 obstruct 
my aging plumbing, 
or will construct 
a business for itself; 
and I, 
without time for arbitration, 
will die. 
How can this be 





So that no pleasure passing 
becomes all purpose, 
So that no word or wish 
or promise stuffed with time 
becomes a moment 
deceiving being, 
So that my remainder is just
abso1ute desire. 
I\.S. Hvde 
14 translations from va1ery 
In these translations. I have atte~nted to e~nlov the 
adantive method--that is, to adaot the oriainal in some 
measure to the conventions of the lan~ua~e into which it is 
beinq translated, \·:hile cmorehendin'l anrl retainino the 
~nirit as well as the meaninn. of the oriqinal works. This 
1 s as onnosed to tne 1itera1 word-for-1:mrd technioue. 1•1 hi ch 
I feel divests the oriainal work of its '' flavor" and/or
tone. 
Valerv is a classicist, rational and loqical: he does 
not adhere to the mystical and transcendental credo of the 
svmbolist noets. He does not attempt to explicate dreams 
and the workinas of the sub-conscious mind. Valerv's 
premise is that noetr_v is the outarowth of the conscious 
intellect, and to this end he creates his verses with 
mathematical precision. His imaqerv is sometimes sensual 
but it is usually not abstract or obscure -- it relates ' 
dir:ctlv to the noetic experience as viewed intellectually. 
He 1s contemplative rather than inspired. in his conscious 
projection of his mind into the external world around him. 
The ri~id dimensions of his works produce a closed, self­
contained quality; he works out a sort of one-to-one 
correspondance between himself and the absolute -- those 
experiences of which he is aware. 
Valery is a orooonent of Poe's poetic prooositions. 
P~e savs ooetry should be \'✓ ritten simplv and orecisely. 
without efflorescent lan9uage; to effect this, the poet 
must be calm and unimpassioned. He further equates poetry 
to music -- a rhythmical creation of beautv in which meter 
rhyme, and rhythm are essential f9r poetic~ development. ' 
A poem succeeds as a beautiful entity if all these devices 
are ordered and aporopriatelv workect' out within the dis­
ciplined nrecepts of the work. Valery speaks of this noetic 
discioline as linkinq analysis \·tith ecstasy -- a hannonious 
fusion of visible fonns with eohe'lleral sounds. He attenmts 
to sugaest atmosohere and emotional moods by rhythm and 
successions of sounds, with calculated technical skill. 
These three 9oems illustrate Valerv's lvric ranoe 
within his imposed fonns. Two are in sonnet· fonn, which in 
mv opinion, is a satisfactorv vehicle for Valery due to its 
imolicit desian -- to first reflect and pose doubts or 
oroblems, and end with the resolution of these ouestions. He 
e111plo,vs a strict rhyme scheme in each poem, with frequent 
a11 iteration and successive repetition of vowel and consonant 
sounds. Secause these are such distinctlv conscious aims on 
ya1ery I s pa rt, I have tried to recreate these poetic patterns 
1n Enqlish and also to retain his verse form and end rhymes. 
Lastlv. my intention is to recreate the tone of each poem 
and effect a meaninq based on each, as a whole. 
f, ~~/ -)( z----
~- Tes pas. enh.nts d mon s i 1ence, 
·~aiotement, 1 . te~ent places, 
Vers Jit de vi~ilance 
Proceden' · laces. 
Personne rure. ombre iv1 
nu I il s sont doux, tes pas retem1~!""'> 
Ji eux ! . . tous 1es dons que , aev-:i,ne 
, Viennent a'{'oi sur ces pieds nus! 
~~~tes ~l)vres avancees, 
e~ ~e~r l'apaiser, 
A l 'habi de~s oensees, 
La nourri ture ~ i ser, 
1•J e hat 
Douceu 




with eagerness , 
s repose. 




Surles b u 
Oue suit le 
Pour les ux oui fro es roseaux 
De ca rene a demi 1umi neuse,, 
Elle effe nie une rose neiqeuse. 
Dont les nt des cercle~ sur, les eaux 
Est-ce ~A • 0 desert de volupte oamee 
Ou meur.i ent faible de 1 1 eau lamee, 
Usant 1e ret des echos de cristal 
~es ~olles roses co~mence 
n cri le diamant fat~ 
toute la fable ·~mense. 
a hallowed 
A silver threa the marble bea ._,___~J~~,, 
And after her, the-~Shadm1 -- \tho 
Trails the oear · riot, 'la_uzy and a 
For the swan h~'ed an<t/ silken, rust 
The arasse a · inq rlumes, 
She ~lucks y ose petals ci 
The waters s 
I 
I s th i s _f;-vi n q? • . . 
l~h e hidden crystal 
Th 1ing waves ,, 
Mpid roses o 
\·Jith on e di a1 
a ban iqht snlits is 
} e brea ,, da:1. · 
15bells for john whiteside•s 
daughter 
John Crowe Ransom, writinq in the first third of the 
twentieth centu~y, is a poet of the modern teMper. Although
he studied as a Rhodes Scholar in Enqland and was strongly 
influenced by T.S. Eliot, he returned to his native American 
Southland to teach and write. As the head of a qroup of 
controversial younq ooets of his region, includinq Allen Tate 
and Robert Penn Warren, he, in turn, has influenced a whole 
generation of American writers. 
There are several facets of the modern temper, and 
particularly as expressed in ooetry, that are important in 
the consideration of John Crowe Ransom's poems. Predominant 
in the work of modern writers is the sense of anxiety and 
insecurity--a revolt against traditions, which leads to an 
uncertainty about prevailing standards in many areas-­
politics, religion, morals, social conventions. This uncer­
tainty is expressed in modern poetry by the use of dramatic 
or unexpected vocabulary, by symbolism born of natural, 
everyday things, and by a radical freedom in versification. 
Emphasis in the modern world is on the measurable ex­
perience of physical science and the utilitarian function of 
any metaphysical concept. The poet confronts the disoarity 
between the real world of rational emoiricism and the 
relative, perhaps illusory, world of ~alues and ideas and 
tries to 11 reconci le" "Extremes of nature, 11 as did Emerson, 
almost a hundred years before. 
Sensing so deeply the loss of equilibrium and the 
transcience or decay of meaning in today's world the poet 
seeks to "understand, to diagnose, to dramatize: not 
necessarily to prescribe." His poetry is apt to be 
tentative, understated, natural. This naturalness is best 
se·en in his choice of the language of ordinary, unself­
conscious speech. It is seen in the use of nature, not as a 
virtue in and of itself as the Romantic poets saw it, but as 
a symbolic vehicle for human feeling. The modern poet has 
severed himself from literary conventions and makes free use 
of wit and irony--puts the structural weight of his ooem on 
its meaningful imagery. 
A study of Ransom's poem, "Bells for John Whiteside's 
Daughter," written in 1924, can illustrate the influence of 
the modern temper, and the use of modern poetic devices, in 
a specific instance. The theme of the poem is Death, 
specifically the death of a little girl. Because of the uses 
of the first person and the gentleness in the poet's choice 
of words, the reader feels that is is someone close to the 
poet himself who has died--perhaps his own daughter. But he 
never says so. The five stanzas of the poem are superb 
understatement of an emotion which can be profound and 
tragic. Louis Untenneyer identifies as Ransom's 
characteristic tone, in all his verses, a grave gaiety, or 
a mock seriousness--ba l anci nq between "ohil osophi c i ronv 
and whimsical fantasy." 
"Such soeed in her little body ... such liqhtness in her 
footfall . 11 The openinq lines of the ooem inmediately 
establish the picture of a little qirl full of life, unable 
to be still. So the contrast of this active child mooino 
and pouti nq and dreami nq in 11 her brown study'' astonishes not 
on 1y the ooet, but his reader as we 11 . We see cha mi na 
oictures of her playing at games of war, drivina the ryeese 
to the pond, runninq under the orchard trees--almost 
pastoral in tone. Yet there is a mysterious sense that 
there is something more we do not see--somethinq not so 
pretty, something shockinq. This sense of shock comes 
from Ransom's choice of two words in the final line of the 
poem--"primly oropoed. 11 Suddenly, we knov, this child is 
dead, but what an unexpected way of describing her funeral 
posture. Her body is still sweetly demure, lady-like; but 
all life has left it and it is suddenly, in one last word, 
depersonalized--only inanimate things need to be propped. 
Because the reader has discovered a reason for his 
sense of dissatisfaction in the pretty pastoral scene--the 
child has died--he looks then to see if the poet has 
intimated or foreshadowed her death in other ways, since 
death is his theme. We are looking for irony, so may not 
these pleasant bits of nature, very much filled with life, 
be symbolic of something other than what they seem. Why 
11 wars? 11 What was the 11 shadow 11 she took "anns against? 11 She 
is fighting a battle. Against what? Aqainst death? Is 
this child not suddenly, but slowlv dying, and struggling 
with her "tireless heart" to live?" The oieces fall into 
place. Her parents (the 11 we 11 of the poem) susoect that she 
is dying-- 11 bruited (rumored) in our high window (the eyes 
of the intellect) 11 --and they look "beyond" the orchard 
trees to that in-between world between life and death. The 
word 11 harried 11 is also a military word~ it means to make 
harassing incursions uoon the enemy. What is she harrvinq? 
The white geese, the 11 lazy qeese." Whiteness so often in 
literature symbolizes death. T.S. Eliot, in his poem 
"Gerontium" portrays death in the white feathers of th~ 
gull, driven in the snow. If the geese are Death, the1r 
laziness sugQests a slow death. The snow they drip (anot~er 
slow word) on th~ green grass is death covering a natural, 
living thing. Is not grass brown when it dies? Is not 
this little girl finally in a 11 brown study?" For a moment 
the dying child rallies and drivescfreamy, lazy death 
away, "scuttling Goose-fashion under the skies!" 
Then the poet hits us with the strong word "But, 11 and 
we know the little girl has lost her war. It was such a 
gallant battle. What did she lack that she could not win? 
We are cross with her, 11 vexed 11 that she could not be the 
victor. 11 Vexed 11 seems an odd word for a poet to choose to 
explain his reaction to death, but is he not being pain­
fully honest about his own feelings. Poe used a similar 
word to describe a similar feeling. 11 We find ourselves" 
having 11 a certain, petulant, impatient sorrow at our 
inability to grasp now, wholly, here on earth, at once and 
forever 11 that thing to which 11 we attain but brief and 
indetenninate glimpses. 11 Ransom, rather than attempt a 
solution or an explanation of the enigma of death? has 
accepted the incompatib~lity o! the two ~tates--~1!e ~nd 
death--and as in another of h1s poems, The Equ1l1br1sts, 11
he steps a~ide to be the spectator--objective, even though
intimately involved. 
Mary Lou Plummer 
16 
Out by the brook 4 
Where the sun turns the .grass 
Into precious stones, o/°
And the shade @J' 
Works a cool softness 
I take to my soul --
There I would lie 
With my head in her lap. 
There I would breathe~ 
Of her bosom 
And take a cum laude 
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